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Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery Operated 

Lint Remover 

As a professional high quality Chichonor® Jumbo 

Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover 

manufacture, Jumbo lint shaver battery operated 

lint remover without the wire, our fabric shaver is 

the best portable fabric shaver. The lightweight 

design makes users easily to use for any kinds of 

circumstances. With ergonomic design, users can 

hold the shaver comfortably and operate regularly. 

 

You can rest assured to buy Chichonor® Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint 
Remover from our factory and we will offer you the best after -sale service and timely 
delivery.Our products have a good price advantage and cover most of the European and 
American markets. We look forward to becoming your long-term partner in China. 

Buy Chichonor® Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint Remover 
which Can be Customized From Our Factory Called Chichonor 

1.Product Introduction of the Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint 
Remover 

 
This jumbo lint shaver battery operated lint remover was invention high quality with CE 

ROHS and offer 1 years Warranty.It was made up with ABS,covering most of Europe and 
the Americas market.We are expecting become your long-term partner in china. 
 

2.Product Parameter (Specification) of the Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery 
Operated Lint Remover 

 
·  Size: (L)6X (W)6 X (H)11cm 
·  Weight: 130g 
·  Material: ABS 
·  Color:White 
·  Available package: Color box or Clamshell 
·  Power Source: battery powered (2 x AA batteries not included) 
 

3.Product Feature And Application of Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery 

Operated Lint Remover 

Wireless, easily to carry 
Chichonor® Jumbo lint shaver battery operated lint remover without the wire, our fabric 
shaver is the best portable fabric shaver. The lightweight design makes users easily to 
use for any kinds of circumstances. With ergonomic design, users can hold the shaver 

comfortably and operate regularly. 
 

4.Product Details of the Jumbo Lint Shaver Battery Operated Lint 
Remover 

https://i.trade-cloud.com.cn/upload/406/jumbo-lint-shaver-battery-operated-lint-remover_1907969.jpg
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Protection Cover & Different Size Of Honeycomb Holes 

Special design of two different sizes fo holes and remove different sizes of lint. 
Wireless, easily to carry 

Without the wire, our fabric shaver is the best portable fabric shaver. The lightweight 
design makes users easily to use for any kinds of circumstances. With ergonomic design, 
users can hold the shaver comfortably and operate regularly. 
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Easily removable waste bin 

The waste bin can be removed easily and is large enough to collect the fuss of 
continuous 
shaving. The lint remover comes with a cleaning brush. User can use the brush to clean 

around the blades and the waste bin. 
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One-stop service and customized products 

Simply provide us with your specifications and packaging needs, and our 
design/engineering team can provide comprehensive services to solve all kinds of your 

problems. 
Features 

·  USER FRIENDLY: Cordless, light weight with ergonomic design to fit your hand nicely. 
·  BUILT TO LAST: With heavy-duty motor and stainless steel blades, immediately 
rejuvenates your clothes. 
·  SIMPLE DESIGN: Designed with one simple ON/OFF switch for operation and easy to 
remove waste bin. 
·  FOR EVERYDAY USE: Perfect for cleaning up lint on the clothing, bedding and all 
types of fabric furniture. 

 

7.FAQ 

 
Question:it needs a battery or not ? 
Answer:Yes, it requires 2 AA batteries (not included). 
 
Question:Easy to clean ? 

Answer:Yes it comes with a little brush to clean the inside. 
 
Question:What is width of the blade area? 
Answer:The metal cutting head is two inches diameter. 

 


